
SRC AIRSHOWS 
Pitts raptor 

 

*start Music when I start my take off roll 

*over water shows will be when I enter the Box with smoke on 

usually from Left to right with a Knife Edge 

Points to use during first half of show: 

*pilot  STEPHEN COVINGTON in his highly modded pitts S2S 

*This pitts is #11 of only 17 factory built S2S planes 

*plane was 100% redone in 2014 and all the modifications done 

at this time 

*the RAPTOR, as Stephen has named it has a highly modified 

Lycoming AEIO540 engine with 12:1 pitons, custom CYL heads, 

cold air intake,6 into 1 Exhaust, custom cam shaft 

*The Whole tail section of the Raptor has been modified couple 

of those mods are the larger rudder, and elevator. 

*The motor mount, Landing gear, engine cowl, and MT Prop are 

all after market modifications to help in the Raptors 

performance.  

* thanks to these mods the raptor will reach speed up to 250 

MPH during the routine and pull +8 and -5 Gs 



 

When I turn the smoke off and climb up to 2500 ft and stay for 

aprox 1.5 mins this is the “ engine cool off time” 

 

During this time the following points can be used: 

 

Stephen covington is the Owner of East Texas Muscle cars in 

Longview Texas where they modify your car or truck.  They can 

do anything from Dyno tuning to motor builds to paint and 

body.  Look them up on Face book or online at East texas 

Muscle cars. 

 

Stephen Started flying in 2001 and flying has been in his blood 

since he watched the old movie TORA TORA TORA as a kid. 

 

Last fall Stephen as part of the Viper International airshow 

team went over to China and did 7 shows while he was over 

there for a little over a week.  They have invited him back for 

this fall do perform once again for them. 

 

Stephen would like to thank his sponsors if it wasn’t for them 

the RAPTOR would not be what it is today! 

 



*Earth X Batteries 

“Charge your ride with Lithium Earth X batteries” 

*Softie Parachutes who made the Custom Raptor Chute for 

Stephen visit them at  

softieparachutes.com 

*JL Aero. Aircraft maintenance in Gilmer Texas 

*Jones Graphix out of Lindale TX 

*Point to Point navigation Provided By iFly GPS 

 

Make sure to Like Stephen and the Raptor on Facebook at 

“SRCAIRSHOWS” 

 

Start Second Half Music when the raptor does its smoke signal 

from 2000FT 3 long Poofs of smoke.  Second half starts with 

Snaps into the box and then a Torque roll Show center 

 


